Satirical Play
"Oh What a 1.mel War," a
satirical play about World War
I, will be presented Monda
night at 8 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Pacific Theater.
front tither...By of [’milk% n ill
present the free pho, si
sored hy College Union Program Maud and Associated
Student..
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Fall Reg Worksheet
Available; C-Ci Pay
Fees Today in B12

CUBG Accepts
Spartan Shops
Union Proposal
By ItAt GILES
Daily Staff Writer
Five years ago the Spartan Shops,
Inc. Board recommended that it "Contribute $100.000 annually for an indefinite period of time to the new
College Union Program." Tuesday, at
its weekly meeting, the College Union
Board of Governors (CUBG) accepted
the Spartan Shops. Inc. commitment.
Along with the $100,000 funding, the
CUBG agreed that Spartan Shops, Inc.
would operate the food service and the
bookstoie in the new union.
The CUBG Tuesday also agreed
unanimously to a College Union policy
statement concerning the food service
In the union.
Initial pricing of items and all subsequent proposed changes will be reviewed by the CUBG, catering by the
Food Service staff will he as flexible
to the needs of the campus community
as possible, and a statement of intent
that the CUBG, the Union Director
and the food service manager work as
closely as possible to insure the best
possible service are part of that policy
program. (The food service manager
does, however, have the final say so as
to food service policy.)
A working arrangement between the
CUBG and Spartan Shops, Inc. has
been approved by the CUBG and has
been sent to the food service organization, for their approval. The "Plan
of Operation," includes a list of financial commitments both parties will
meet. Spartan Shops will be paying,
for all food costs, labor, advertising,
and custoclial help. The College Union
will be paying only for Me insurance
on the buiiding (not including fire insurance for the food service equipment
that will be used), repairs of the building and the debt service.
The statement also reads that "Food
service will be provided according to
the mutually agreed upon hours of operation for the snack bar, vending
seivice and catered function."
College Union Director Ronald C.
Barrett introduced Patrick Wiley, of
the University of California at Davis,
to the CUBG. Wiley was hired recently
to be the new union’s assistant director.
Mary Hudzikiewiez, director of the
College Union Program, announced
that. an award of $2.000 will be given
to the winner of the competition for
a piece of sculpture for a spot in front
of the union building.
frleiltEMFAIrf.VMP.,...h,MW7n7q5M,Fcliftratilll

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from the Associated Press
SANTA CLARA - - 60 students
stagel a sit-in yesterday morning in
the dean of students office at Jesuit run Santa Clara University and announced they planned to stay until two
dormitory resident assistants, who
were reportedly caught in a room with
a coed last month are rehired. The
demonstrators also demanded that
dormitories be student -run, to which
the university agreed.
Three of six
SAN FRANCISCO
young Latin Americans, held in the
slaying of policeman Joseph Brodnik,
were formally arraigned on murder
charges in Municipal Court yesterday
as Judge John O’Kane continued the
case to May 23 for entering pleas. All
six suspects were captured in Santa
Cruz Monday in a stolen car taken at
rifle point from a sunbather on a San
Mateo beach.

Student Workshop
A student workshop, "Career, in
Recreation Service for the Handicapped: Educational and Vocational
Opportunities," will be held Saturday
in PER109 from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
A barbecue lunch will be provided.
Registration fee, $1, must be paid Saturday morning. Attire is casual. Further information is available from
Itobbie Schnitzer, workshop chairman.

and dioltime
lorning grii
keep the thermonieter
blue
from going asken, today and
tomorrow. Afternoon temperadecrease Into the
tures
db. 70.. High today at
sIS: 76.
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HIP MEDICINE man Dr. Eugene L.
Schoenfeld, better known to Berkeley Barb readers as Dr. Hippocrates,
talked shop with students Tuesday
night. Questions, some he brought
with him, and others from the audience, dealt with problems of sex
and drugs, as well as concerns over
anatomical problems. The columnist
has compiled sorne of his letters,
which average 50 each week, into a
book "Dear Dr. Hippocrates or
Advice Your Family Doctor Never
Gave You."

Says Dr. Hippocrates’

Have No Fear of Family Doctor
By JUDY RICKARD
Daily Staff Writer
Are you afraid of your family doctor? He may be afraid of you!
"You shouldn’t be afraid to ask your
family doctor about any health problem," Dr. Eugene L. Schoenfeld, syndicated underground columnist Dr.
Hippocrates, told a near-capactty Morris Dailey crowd Tuesday night.
In his Jackie Vernon -type delivery,
Dr. Schoenfeld told the amused audience that doctors and nurses have
hang-ups, too. "They may be just as
embarrassed to talk about a problem
as you are," he said.
The hip physician, who sported a
Hensley for President button on his
turquoise velour shirt, said he suggested a health column to Berkeley
Barb editor Max Scheer two years ago.
"I started answering friends’ questions and decided that more people
probably had questions that they were
afraid to ask their doctors," he. said.
SEX, DRUG PROBLEMS
Dr. Schoenfeld interned in Berkeley
and worked at San Francisco’s Center
for Special Problems, a clinic which
deals with sex and drug problems.
He trained in public health at U.C.
at Berkeley student health center, and
works there now one night a week
and every sixth weekend.
"I get letters from all types of peo-

.
ple underground and straight. I get
the kinds of questions that aren’t answered in the Puritan daily press," he
explained. "People get uptight when
they see questions about sex in their
morning papers."
The 34-year-old doctor "tries to answer every letter." He sends mimeographed materials for answers to commonly-asked questions, but "adds personal notes before they’re mailed."
Most letters concern drug and sex
problems. The mail is "about evenly
divided between men and women."

’CAN’T DIAGNOSE’
In most cases, he tells the individual
to see his own physician, "since I obviously can’t give diagnoses or treatment through the mail."
Dr. Schoenfeld said he "sometimes
has trouble distinguishing the put-ons
from the real letters. It’s a problem,"
he said, "because one man’s put-on is
another’s problem."
Some writers ask. for hints to sueceasfully fail the pre-induction Army
physical. Dr. Schoenfeld was quick to
point out that he "neither can, nor
wishes to dispense illegal information.’
He doesn’t want a "Dear Abby"
column, and "isn’t interested in imparting any morality I may have," but
tells writers medical effects and
whether drugs or procedures are
illegal.

Br. Schoenfeld said that "alcohol is
one of the most dangerous drugs," responsible for murders, car crashes and
"initial mental hospital admissions."
He said "birth control pills, taken
as directed, are almmt 100 per cent
effective." He mentioned an English
study which showed women on pills
"have a slightly increased rate of bltaxl
clots," but said "the dangers of normal
pregnancy are still greater than taking
the pill for some women."
Students’ questions about anatomical
variations, and difficulties received
humorous, but effective answers.

By DONNA ABERNATHY
Dully Staff Writer
Registration worksheet forms and
information are now available at the
fee pre-payment information centers:
MI1431, ED103, E143, S127, ADM234,
opposite the check-out stand in the
Library, LC211 and ED302.
Students paying fees today are: C-Ci.
The registration data form worksheet is the first step in the new computer registration system established
by the State College Admissions and
Registration Systems (SCARS) Committee. It contains a form for preferred program and alternate program.
Schedules of classes are needed to
complete this form. Schedules vvill be
available in the bookstore tomorrow.
ADVISING DATES
This form is to be filled out and
approved by the students faculty adviser or major department. Generally,
departments will be advising during the
week of May 19-23. Departments vvill
post a notice on their main bulletin
boards or office doors informing students when they may expect to see
their adviser. Also, an example worksheet will be displayed by most departments demonstrating hove the form
looks when filled out.
To be eligible to register, students
must pay fees this spring, or be eligible
for the "fee deferral" (Scholarships,
loans) or apply for a "postponement
of fees." Students may fill out the
Registration Data Form Worksheet
either before or after satisfying the
fee payment requirement.
The pre-payment of fees schedule
has nothing to do with priority during
registration. Those who paid first do
not necessarily get processed first. A
priority system has not been established yet.
IAMD LIMIT
Students who paid tor six units or
less may not sign up for more than
six units. No one may sign up for
more than 18 units unless permission
is granted by the student’s school dean.
Those who have (-hanged majors,
should be certain that the change has

rupting classes, He said that as a taxpayer, he expected his children be
able to study in school if they did not
agree with the strike.
Reyes, who pleaded guilty to the
same charge, was sentenced 1() semi probation for two years, fined $300,
and given a suspended 60-day jail
sentence.
Ile was not ordered to report to
adult probation because he is going
back East, according to the court
bailiff.
In two other cases. Judge Kettmann
sentenced two SJS students who were
atTested in connection with the American Federation of Teachers strike last
January.
Jim W. Walton, who pleaded guilty
to battery, was placed on semi -probation for two years and givrn a suspended sentence. He was ordered ’0
serve five of the days.
Jerry Bloom was fitted $27i for ohst t acting traffic.

Olsen Requests
Not To Hear
Elections Probe
Associated Students (A.S.) Attorney
General Roger Olsen has stepped down
from his post (for the case of Election
Code violation.s concerning the "Good
Guys" ticket) due to a personal conflict in the case. He, too, is involved
in the runoff election, since he is vying
with Sandy Heller for the office of
attorney general.
An attorney from the state college
Chancellor’s office will attend the
hearing in an advisory capacity only.
Lew Solitske, A.S. Chief Justice, requested that Olsen step aside because
of personal interests in the case,
charges against the ticket of Jim McMasters, Rob Foss and Bob Kelley.
The hearing has been tentatively rescheduled for tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in
the Judiciary Chambers in the College
Union. The hearing had originally been
scheduled for yesterday, May 7.
In accordance with judicial procedure, the defendants received a personally-delivered letter from Olsen
Monday, asking that they appear at a
judiciary hearing in five clays. The
"Good Guys" in turn gave the attorney
general a letter waiving their right to
the five-day notification period and requesting that the hearing be held
May 7.

Nine Instructors Win
Representative Posts
On Academic Council
Nine instructors were elected Tuesday by SJS faculty to Academic
Council. They are:
Louis J. Fischl, associate professor
of business; Leo C. Gainor, professor
nf elementary education; Rex J. Burbank, professor of English; Marie C.
Fox. assistant professor of philosophy;
Edward W. Minium, professor of psychology; Mary Gilbert, associate professor of physical education; Francis
F. Huang, professor of engineering;
Ronald S. Watanabe, associate professor of chemistry and Robert C. Wrede,
professor of mathematics.
In the same election, C. M. Mac)
Larsen, professor of mathematics, was
elected to the Statewide Academic
Senate.

Strike Activists Kopke, Reyes
Sentenced in Municipal Court
SDS activist Nick Kopke and English instructor Rogelio Reyes received
partially suspended sentences yesterday
for their part in demon.stration.s at
Centennial and MacQuarrie Halls Nov.
26 during the student strike.
Municipal Court Judge Gerald J.
Kettmann placed Kopke. who pleaded
guilty to participating in an unlawful
assembly, on formal probation for two
years and ordered him to serve 90
days in the county jail.
Ile suspended so of the days, however, and granted the request. of Kopke’s attorney, John Thorne, that
Kopke be allowed to serve the remainder of the sentence on consecutive weekends.
Thorne made the request because
Kopke is on 48-hour call awaiting trial
for his arrest at San Francisco State.
Judge Kettmann said while he
recognized expresAnn of free speech,
he wanted to Make It rlear to the deferbiont that he "had na husits ss"

been recorded in the Registrar’s Office.
All students should declare a major
this spring if they have not already
done so.
These worksheets are very important as they will be attached to the
official registration packet. The official packet will be mailed this summer.
Specific information on registration
and the filling out of this worksheet
form are on the back of the form.
Students with questions should refer
to this.

Mandel To Show
USSR Documentary

, B
STUDENTS AND NON -STUDENTS, old and young, dug the sounds of The
Flash, a local rock group, at a Seventh Street rally yesterday. The midday
event featured Robert Stroughter, candidate for San Jose Cif,/ Council in
the June 3 runoff election. Stroughter, whose motto is "Vote, baby, vote,"
said students must be interested because city government affects the camris. "We have twn roadsthe ballot or the bullet." Stroughter urged students "to get 0,,1 the vote if you want change."

An unusual two-part documentary
on the Soviet Union will be shown in
place of Dr. William Mandel’s Experimental College (ExCi class tonight at
7:30 in S142.
The film is an intimate glimpse
into the lives of orclinary Soviet people, how they live, work, their hopes
for the future and for their children.
Featured will be women in construction work, in medieine, and in factories,
shopping in Moscow’s department
stores, beauty shops, and on vacations.
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When the press is free, it may be gond or
freedom it can nerer be anything but bail.
Editor

Rill Ifurschtnann

ken
Jordan

het eertairilv without
- Albert Canine

Roger Chapman

The mord "resolution" is foist becoming

Advertising Mgr.

a cAliteirTki (ktrpe.eding its flight to trivia.
howeser, I can think of no better word
to describe what student leaders ilUVP been
making happen with Academie Council of

Editorial

Stench of Hierarchy
.tate college ealtillUses %tin lie
collie September.
hie!’ should cause one to pause in
reflection.
Take this into account with the fact
that sIS vsas unable to fill 90 faculty
tot-ition. for next ititr. and it appears
ihat something i- rotten in California.
’hat rotten semething is reflerted in
the stench of the hierarchy in the present got ernnient bureaurrary vvItich
rules the state rollege system.
Fevs college administrators are will it fight pressure frum outside the
"liege proper. because they are
ith an overabundance of
plagued
pressure frnm the inside: front stn.
+lents. faculty and the college monition Few prefessors %ill join a faculty
hampered by directives from elements
unfamiliar vvith a university environment.
In short. the state of the state college
HIV col111’11%16011,. I
leges are ;.:ranted a greater degree of

atitonont), in determining their owtt
policy. and. utile-. the chaticellor and
Board of Tru-tee- -tup interfering with
hub\ idual rollege-. the system of high
er education in (:alifornia is going to
vvitke up to the realization that it is
becoming a defunct dream.
The Board of Tru-tees obviously
does not realize the importance of alio% Mg a rollege complete freedom in
ilf its new president. As
the politt!, no% stands. a statewide
committee % ill choose replacement for
the six vacancies.
important selection. the
In this
-lot% a degree of good
Trustees
faith in alio% ing the individual college- final approval of their ne% presidents.
SJS" kcatlentic Council is pushing
for this pro\ isiott. holvever timidly for
fear of alienating the upper echelons.
lint a bigger push must be given, lest
the ilecit el reaction be allowed to
etottpletel abridge the autonomy of
the local campus.

Italian Joke?

Power Play Accusation
\GEI,0 BRACIAETINI

11
I.-1,

Ili.wkett and Dave Severini,

of a veardong squabble
.1

--corlier

fir

.n1414’111,

alld

goerriment are loving brought to
Ali,
uake of a major scheduling
light in
allowed a (,:lee Club concert
error
"and a rock band rally to take place mithin
arils of each other last Friday
If hundred
septenther. scheduling of outerl- front tinder
itie was -re
.s and the
lit,
nig of Dean Cornelia
Ariik ’lie- Office and placed wider the diof A.S. gocrtinient throligh the
’Coll,
Films.
:
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the Nliner admini-trat .....
an attempt to eliminate
iif the -red tape- itnoked in scheduling, provialtires and reduce needless and
..01111111 Of A11411411 actitities within the sent), of the Statement of Student
Rights and Responsibilities.
Sources elose to .1.S. government indicate that Dear, Tomes, who was previously
eliarge
%eltialtiling. fought the propOseil
..ery step of the way. After
die ellareleoter had taken place. cooperation hehse,ti the Activities Office and A.S.
ginernmeni la,.inie all but non-existent.
nder th, nem procedure. while scheduling is heing handled through the College
[’Mon. records are still being kept in the
.Actisifies Offiee until the new Union is
completed.
llovvever. in what one Miner representative termed an attempt to sabotage the
new sv -tent of student control, Dean
Teme, allegedly tried to have all records
tran-ferred to the present College Union
ju-) after semester break.
k- haig as this fetid vontinues, it is in,t)(1,eis able that communications, so necessort in presenting a recurrence of last
meek% fia-co. can be brought up to par.
Once the new College Union is completed. records can be transferred to student control. but in the meantime better
communieations must he established be!meet) the Actitities Office and the A.S.
got eminent.
NON’ that 159 Glee Club members, one
tuxedoed director. and an audience of 500
have {teen affected by this "situation,"
inaOie Dean Tomes will see fit to cease
ber personal "power play" and go back
to looking out for the students.
Thi. -111 kii, Liken 1)

those

Staff Comments

Police Week; Press Process
Fighting the Oppressors
By BROOKE BROOKS
Etershody’s friends and campus crusaders to make things right. the SDS
1Students for a Degenerating S(wiets ),
will be at it again to help us understand
that the cops are not our friends.
Armed mith their foor-letter words. dies
will fight these oppres-ors of freedom and
truth. and bullies besides!
Anil oh. Idiot a noble battle mill be
waged. Police Week is coming. and this is
when the knights on their steeds and shining white armor mill strike.
On an SDS handout sheet is stated. -On
May 13 and 1-1. the Police School still set
up displass and they will try to convince
is that they are the friends and the protectors of the people. But we know that’s
Bulls---."
It goes on to say that the bosses. ( those
in the upper dosses of soviets ). and the
cops rule the society. and keep the slaves
i Chicanos. Blacks. etc.) from rising.
"We must see the cops not as individuals
but as an organized foree which protects
the few who own the countrs." it sas,.
"Without cops all the slat-es might jai:4
deride to result against their masters.
Ni’ithout the cops. Blacks. Chicanos and
Whites might be able to get together and
fight the bosses. Though racism is not
caused by the cops. it is the (tops which
protect this racist society. We have to het:ill to organize. get together and get the
cops off our camp’’, It mill be a hmg,
protracted struggle. Police V"eck is only
the beginning."
Statements like that (me make me think
that these boys and girls really hate lost
a cog in their little heads.
What we should (I() is ship all the cops
in America to Siberia. then let all citizens
arm themselves with 12-gauge shotguns
and have it out with one another. Anyone
who gives you a flirty look, whether he
be Black. White. Chicano. lower, middle
or upper class, just blow his head (tff.
wrong with
Surely you can’t see an%
my thinking. It is as logical as the SDK’.
Or better yet, have the SUS people become our police force. I can just see it
nST).:S: "Oppressed people of the United
States, we are your IleW 1.011S. We will show
you the correct way to police a society.
Those pigs were not (toncerned with your
best interests. We know that everyone in

*****************************************

Charter Flights
TO Europe
OAKLAND-LONDON.OAKLAND
June 15 to July 5
$269
June 18 to Sept. 14 $295
June 20 to Sept. 6
$295

Bay Area
College Club
555 Middlefield Road
Suite B Number 306
Mountain View
PHONE 968-6332
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this society can get an education, and try
to rise by their bootstraps, but we know
:1 Mild’ faster mos. don’t we men? You
simply jos! take ()ter. Overthrow those
sicimis bosses mho exploit us. And we
still gladlt assist tou."
That kind of thinking wottld be about
as Atilt :IS that little song we used to sing
mIten sof ..... er came. -No more pencils, no
more book-. no more teachers’ dirty
looks." Bust the SDS tvould change the
uord,.. to no more schools, Army, National
Guard, cops, courts, jails or laws. That
would he nice fellas. But unfortunately,
slightlt impractical.
But Oh. (nights noble SDS, I salute you.
You keep up the good work I ?). Your
mothers and me love you, you bet.

Watered-Down Pablum
By MARSHA GREEN.
For those of you unfortunates who were
unable to attend Dr. Eugene Schoenfeld’s
enlightening medical discussion on sex,
booze and (lope. forget it.
Dr Schoenfeld’s words have been lost
foreter.
Spartan Daily. like the majorits of the nation’s press, would not print
an accurate ace
t of his advice.
The watered-doutt pahlum you will receive in todos’s Dails has lost its flavor
through society’s pasteurization process.
Comparing Dr. Schoenfeld’s speech with
the DaiLv’s account of it is like substituting Gerber’s Strained Beef for a T-bone
steak the substance is there,
but the
essence is missing.
Dr. Schoenftthrs succinct and descriptive words and uproarious examples came
out as an anatomy and physiology textbook lecture.
This is through no fault of the writer,
or the Daily staff. but because of the Establishment’s untiring efforts to spoonfeed the faceless majority.
The System worries that our palates
will be offended by such pungence as references to certaitt anatomical features and
problems.
The result, as evidenced by today’s story,
is blandness in the name of "good taste."
Until newspapers start practicing what
they preach
"objective, complete factual reporting," we will all have to rely
on untlergr
I press for its unhampered
reporting of such persons as Dr. Schoenfeld. The eyes should be free to read what
the mouth can say.

The

1

seaNtso.ne of this has come about by accident, of course. 1,ike woodpeckers hammering away at a tree trunk, stmlent leaders and Dick Miner this year hose kept
constant pressure on Academic Council for
increased student powers.
The pressure has overlapped into other
important areas :1,4 well. Students now sit
on nearly all departmental committees, a
veritable equality exists on the monetarilyinfluential Spartan Shops board, and the
College Union Board of Governors has an
actual student majority.
A remarkable aspect of this "revolution" in student powers has been the lack
of violence used in working for it. Tim
Fitzgerald, newly-elected Academic Council representative, instrumental in framing
the recent revisions, describes it this way:
"Picture the school’s structure as being
a box. Now, imagine you want to move to
a point outside the area enclosed by the
box. Some people think the best way to do
that is to blow a hole through the side of
the box.
"I happen to think there’s a better way
you simply build a bigger box."
Building bigger boxes. Revolution by
anv other name would smell as sweet.

1

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and ts seeking Guest
EditoriaLs and Guest Roonis from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the eamPus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the EcUtor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
cm a 40-space lin&
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MAYFAIR MODEL AGENCY
(:an help you open the door
Mayfair is now interviewing MEN &
Vi-ornen for training in Fashion Mod.
ding, Radio & TV Advertising, and
Drama. Mayfair is not a charm
school! It is an approved professional
course with licensed instructors. Stu.
dent% in the Dram and TV courses
will he placed in our own produc.
lions for pay and experience. Many
Drama CO11111141 will be critiqued by
%Pit known professional actors. Take
your swing et the big time. Call now
for your interview.
Mayfair Nadel Agency
1961 The Alentele
243-9340 9 to 5 Daily except Sun.

’’or can I think of a better place for it
ItaotN’happen. Of all the multitudes of groups
und organizations. none on this campus
has a greater effect on student lites than
Academic Council.
Its 60-some members, including administrators, tenured faculty and - as of this
week eight students, is delegated by the
college president to make campus policy.
It was Acadentic Council mhich arbitrated the end to the AFT strike. and
which also is helping handle the selection
of the next SJS president.
Yet just (me year ago, students had no
vote on this body so important to their
college destinies. Their only voice was on
some cotmeil sub-committees. It was mainly
dtte to the influence of Jules Loventhal,
at that time a non-voting student representatite, that council made provisions for
two student members elected by their
peers, and one appointed front Student
Council.
But that first step, as it were, has today
turned into a gallop.
Thanks to this week’s constituf
and
by-law revisions:
1 ) executive student government is 110W
officially hooked up with Academie Council, through the A.S. president, who has
been made a council member:
2) all council committees, except the
Committee on Committees (which sounds
red-tapish anyway). are to have a "significant proportion" of student members:
3) the n ..... ber of elected student representatites has risen by 350 per cent
from two to seven: and
4) special elections can he held at any
time to fill "new, additional" council

BEAUTIFUL
THING
9ejiyetina qapdene Reaturant
JAPANESE CUISINE
Lunches and dinners served in a delightful atmosphere
PHONE 2944330
1350 MERIDIAN AVE.

SIGN-UP TO BE ON THE
SPARTA CAMP COMMITTEE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Director, Committee
SIGN-UP IN THE STUDENT UNION
ec sell 21$011164, ask far ambers
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EOP To Receive
Funds From ’Walk’
it% Mc It xi

1% ritrr
.111,%% l’r 141

A partial
ill..
1110111111, of hunger. pos,tis
and inoratiet mas be in Th-ole
A &Ise is

lerway in the

Santa Clara Valles. organized
ctiltlis of the
and operated
to

sidles,

rai-e

money

for

mid educational project-

1111:111 of -walk-

ing for
The \\ lk for Development
Program is iliting 42 per vent
rained to the
of the mitne
’ty ProEducational ()lipoid
gram EOP I Scholarship Fund
SJS.
Along ti oh the EOP assistance
12 per cent a the
fund, ;mei:,
to an overseas
money it.
involved in re.
project
villa4e. The
building

CHARNELL’S
A gift for
everyone
Custom Work
San Jose

remaining 15 per cent goes to
the Amet lean Freedom from
Hunger Foundation, a non- r.rr i it
organization created in 1961 under the late President John F.
Kennedy.

students earl sign their names to
sponsor Gov Ronald Reagan in
a walk. The f ee will be approximately one cent a mile.
Sophomore music major Morse
explained his involvement in the
walk for development movement
by saying, "It’s like the armchair of the world. Everyone sits
around and talks for quite awhile.
Here is a chance to do something.

The idea of the walk was
created when a group of youths
along with some adults decided
to act. Walks, such as the Gee
planned in San Jose. have successfully taken place in nine
other cities, and tilt’: walks are
being planned in many cities.
Denver and San Diego are having
walks about the same time.
On Monday. May 18, there will
be a 25-30 mile walk along a
prescribed route in San Jose. The
goal is to have 25,000 walkers
raise $200,000 SJS student representative Ken Morse said that
at least 3,000 SJS students are
needed in the walk to make it
a success.

SHOW WILLINGNESS
"While not everyone will be
able to complete the walk everyone can show their willingncss
to eliminate hunger, poverty and
ignorance by either walking or
sponsoring someone who is walking." he said.
Tomorrow, there will be a dinner at Del Mar High School.
1224 Del Mar AVP., from 6 to 8
p.m. Donations are 50 cents ani’
will be used to raise money for
operating expenses for the walk.
Unlike it great many charities
which give half their collection’
to pay their workers, the With;
for Development Program employs only the District Representative All others wotk free.
Further information is avvllable from the program headquarters at 244-4484 after 4 p.m., or
contact Chuck McDermott at
266-3245.

SEEK SPONSORS
Each walker will seek sponsors
who will pay him a specific
amount for each mile he completes. The amount is tax deductible. The walket is encouraged to get as many sponsors
as possible. Sponsors may he
’,lends. relatives, businesses, or
bLISinessmen.
Three petitions will be circulater’ on campus Friday on which

’Magic Kingdom’
For Fun, Work
t he present $100 million. The park
is surrounded by the Disneyland
and Santa Fe Railroads and 120 acres of parking.
Standing out against the Disneyland skyline is the magnificen
Risini
Mountain.
Matterhorn
more than 200 feet above the
ground, the Matterhorn provides
the visitor with. a spectacular
view of the "Magic Kingdom."

By JOHN MILES
With the approach of summer,
some SJS students are probably
beginning to think of necessary
entployment rather than waiting
for school to roll around again.
-’or SJS students living in
Southern California. one of the
most enjoyable jobs is at Disneyland. a fabulous $100 inilliont"Magic Kingdom" located in Anaheim,
the heart of Orange County.

Nestled around this great spectacle are the Submarine ride, the
realistic Utopia and the exciting
atmiasphere of Fantasyland.
Probably the greatest addition
to Disneyland will he another
Disneyland itself. Prior to his
death in 1966, Disney purchased
43 square miles of land, twice
the size of Manhattan Island, in
the center of Florida.

During the summer season, Disneyland employs approximately
6.000 persons. Most of these are
students from the surrounding
Luca and Los Angeles. Many students such as JoAnn York, 19, a
scrhomore political science major,
Fred Handsfield. 19, freshman
English major, and Dennis Andersen 19, ft freshman law enforcement major, all enjoy the benefits
and fun by working at Disneyland.1
Some applications however, are
taken from outside area.s. Inter- ’
ested persons may write to Disneyland. Personnel Office, 1313
Harbor Blvd., Anaheim Calif.

EXERCISE
YOUR
"WILL’ POWER
I will switch to Tampax tamponS,
the internal sanitary protection
that outsells all others combined.
I will ride a bike, swim, play
tennis, dance...and do my daily
exercises every day of the month
if I wish.
I will no longer worry about the
discomfort and inconvenience
of sanitary napkins, pins and

I will be completely comfortable
because Tampax tampons can’t
be felt when they’re properly in
place.
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Rings
Wafer Pipes
Earrings
of psychedelic posters in
the San Jose area.
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these men."

BY-THE-MONTH
Auto Insurance

Praise was often given hy the
Black students to those flunding
brothers and their sweetheart.
who were dedicated to developing the chapter.

KEY INSURANCE EXCHANGE
496 W. San Carlos, San Jose
294-6269
3010 Story Rd., San Jose
272.1300

STATURE. IDEALS’
It is acknowledged among the
brothers that Sheila has been of
unprecedented stature in maintaining, the idells for which th.
fraternity stands, since "behind
every great man there Ls a great
woman."
An individual in her own right
Sheila was the first Black senio,
class representative at SJS; sh,
was instrumental in establishing
the Black Studies Department that
will he initiated nexi fall; and she ‘,"
par;
in numerous eiiiniintn_
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INVISIBLE

General $1
May 8, 9
at 4:00 p.m.

The fraternity house in those
days was in such dire condition
it required the strongest human
instinct for survival during those!
torturous winters and heat -wave
SUMMPN. Conditions were nearly
unbearable.

190 S. 1st Street

STS. Department id

The

Perky. peppy people are living
purposely picked to participate in
a pepster rally and competition.
Saturday, May 17, more than
1,200 pom-pon girls and yell -leaders are expected to converge on
the campus for a rally sponsored
by the SJS Rally Committee.
Carol Hanson, chairman of the
committee, requests any person
interested in leading a discussion
group at High School Rally Day,
to contart her at 736-5132

NIOST MEMORABLE
’rhe
,et memorable incident
Shei1.1 recalls of her EISSOCiatiOn
\A 1111 1 ht. fraternity was in 1967.
’’It i,is when I was to have an

operation to remove a tumor in
. . tears filled her
my neck. I
eyes as thp brothers encircled her,
... I was in the hospital for more
than a month and there wa.sn’t
a single day a brother was not at
my bedside.
"It had been the bmthers who
walked me up and down the hospital corridors when I had to learn
to walk again, because the nurses
didn’t have the time I needed to
get myself together. I’ve never

We have the largest selection

College Theatre-5th and SAN FERNANDO

o,.-- ,...-

4

Incense

Four More Performances
Mani

Pepster Rally

it y
o,.i.jects sponsored
,k
ly th.
r .ing SJS the
Sheila will
latter part of 1111- 111011th 10 beovne NUMMer staff member of
Time magazine. She will add to
her li.A. in English and teaching credentials from .y3S by enrolling in the masters program
at Columbia University in Nevi
York.

A salute to Sheila Younge.
The brothers of Omega Psi Phi
paid tribute Ericiiiy night, May 2,
to their first Homecoming Queen.
Sheila Younge. at a party in their
Eleventh Street fraternity house.
Omega Psi Phi was in the embryonic stage in Northern California when Bob Hudson, Vance
Barnes, Leon Rountree and pledge
’rim Knowles selected Sheila ELS
their queen in 1964. At that time
SJS had a population of only 20
Black students.

Imports & Variety

It took Disney 20 years of planning and dreaming to create a funspot that has attracted more than
77 million persons since it’s opening day July 18, 1955. The total
investment in Disneyland has risen
from the origimil $17 million to

11

A new class in Spanisn dialectology will he offered by the linguistics program this fall. The
three unit course %ill cortnpare
Spanish dialects including Spanish as spoken in the local community.
Linguistics 114 will meet MWE
from 10:30-11:20 and will be
taught by R011111ti Hamilton. instructor in foreign languages. He
will be assisted by Jose Hernandez, instructor in foreign languages, and Dr. Edith ’Praeger.
professor of English.
Pre-requisites are a native flu.
ency of Spanish, completion of
Spanish 30, or permission of the
course instructor. Lectures will
be given entirely in Spanish. The
semester’s work %sill include an
introduction to dialectology. concepts of phonetics, phonemics,
grammar and semantics,

Fraternity Pays Tribute

Estrada’s k

The 190-acre park Ls the creation of the late Walter Elia,
Disney, a modern Aesop who established himself and his product
as ft genuine part of America.
A pioneer and innovator. Disney
launched in 1955 a fantastic, $17
million "Magic Kingdom" that now
provides fun and adventure for the
young-at-heart of all ages. It is
a place where audiences, particularly family groups, may participate in the excitement and fantasy to which Disney devoted ’
lifetime of work.

belts.
I will be more relaxed and
Confident in any situidion
because Tampax tarnpons can’t
show or c&use odor.
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Fall Class
In Spanish
Dialectology
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Invitational
Highlights
Big John Carlos (left) streaks
to the fastest 100 -yard dash
ever Saturday as he records a
9.0 in the San Jose State Invitational track and field meet.
While Carlos stole the show,
he was by no means the oniy
star in the spectacular field.
Richard Marks (right) let out
a gigantic grunt and an even
bigger throw in the shot put
as he heaved the iron ball 62-3
to break his own school record
in the event and capture first
place. Marion Anderson (bottom left) also keeps improving
as he soars to a best of 26-5 in

West Coast Classic

winning the long jump. Darold
Dent was another Spartan who
recorded a strong effort as he

Spartans Seek Relay Title
If th, performance of the 1967
is any indicaSJS
tion, the elassical West Coast
Relays will offer the best chance
for the vaunted SJS Sprint relay
teams to break a world record.
The Spartans’ 440 kind 880 relay teams tt ill eome, to the fast
Fresno track taltbed to break the
world records.
The 1967 squad of I:.en Shackelford, Bob Talmadge, Lee Evans,
and Tommie Smith had a field
day in this meet in 1967 when
they broke the world records in
the 880 relay and 800 mete) relay as well as the American mark
in the mile relay.
This YCill’S 880 squad of Sam
Davis. Lee Eivans, Ronnie Ray
Smith, and unbeatable John Carlos have claim to the season’s
best mark in the 880 relay of
1:22.7.
Speedy Kirk Clayton takes the
place of Evans on the 440 relay
team vhich has (atried the baton
around the traelk in the nation’s
fastest time of 39.5 world record is 38,61.
Sam Davis has fully rev:a:Ted
ftom it pulled hamstring muscle
he suffered at the Alt. Sae. Relays and will be gottin,4 both relay teams off to fas1 st.o.t.: as
leadoff man.
"Sam recovered f.eder than we
expected," remarked Coach Bud
Winter.
-E,,,no is his home town so

you can bet he’ll be turning on
the speed."
Davis was state junior college
champ for the 100 in 1967 while
attending Fresno City College.

captured a first in the steeplechase with a fine clocking of
9:15.2.

The

strong

Spartan

track and field team journeys
to Fresno for the prestigious
West Coast Relays this weekend.
Photos by Terry Wilson

The 440 relay race stacks up
as a big one with the USC (39.6)
and UCLA (39.7) teams listed
as entries which could push the
Speed City speedsters to a world
t ecord.

*

*

*

aso

relay
Pressing the Spartan
team will be a fast University of
Texas at El Paso squad with a
best of 1:24.5.
Another world record could
fall fur SJS in the 100 when
John Carlos. who ran a nine flat
wind aided last week, goes oat
to "win" against flashy runners
like Lennox Miller of USC aru.
teammate Ronnie Ray Smith.
Winter will be taking 25 of his
best men to Fresno to compete
amongst a gathering of some
2200 kithletcs
which includet
several Olympians and some of
the fittest collegiate talent in the
nation.
Last year’s SJS team won the
team championship in the large
school division of the meet where
a total of 36 world records have
been set or tied.
Alkali of the competition the
Spartans face in this meet will
be the same challenging them in
the NCAA Championships on
June 19-21.

SJS Poloists
Face ’Shadow’ Spartan Netters

Coach 1...rs \ \ , I I 1111’s defendill, 1, ,,,onal champion water txdo team
will be up itg,iin,t tough eon-m(911,n Friday night when the Spartans
entertain their alutnni at 7:30 in Spartan Ptxd.
All alumni since 1961 have been invited to participated in the contest.
"This will be the best alumni squad ever assembled," says Walton.
who notes that several former All-Americans dot the grads’ roster.
Included on the alumni team are such former All-Arnericans a.s Dan
Laridon. Dennis Belli, Dennis Lombard, Bob and Jack Likins and
Steve Hoberg. Other standouts include John Schmidt, Kevin Cunilin
and Greg Swan.
"This is the nutst experienced group of quality athletes that we
probably will face this season." Walton declares. "It will be a real
test for u.s." The Spartan coach figures the contest to be a high scoring game "considering t,he outstanding shooting ability of the alumni."
The Spartan varsity- starting lineup probably will be junior Bill
Chandler in goal; retwming All-Americans Bill Gerdts and Tim Hal ley; junior Bob Chatfield, junior Stan Weiss, junior Mike Alonsees
and senior Craig Sprain.

rk*************
a
*
*

Coming ,,,i J comeback win teer singles, won tit,: :,,,,,,11 for the
Stanford, :he SJS tennis team Spartans with a 1-:,, 2-11, 6-4 victravels to Berkeley today to face tory over Stan Pasarell and Alloo.
a tough Cal team. Match time is
2:30 p.m.
The Spartans upset the Golden
Dave Irwin pitched a no-hitter
Bears earlier in the year, 5-4. SJS
anti Steve Mortara hit a home run
The SJS golf team lo.st its first to lead Alpha Tau Omega to a
has a 14-3 season record.
dual match to Stanford in six 17-0 win over previously undeTrailing 4-2 after the singles
years last Friday, 17-10 at Stan- feated SAE in fraternity fast matches, the Sparl:Ins won all
ford.
three doubles Ili:itches against
pitch softball Tuesday. ATO leads
Tom Watson of Stanford shot a the South I.eague with a 4-0
Stanford for a 5-1 Will.
three-Under-par 68 to take record.
Greg Shephaid and John Zweig
medalist honors.
of SJS both lost before Mark ElIn the North League, Theta
The Spartans recovered for a Chi won the championship by
***** *************************drk Holt got the first Spartan win
*
24-12 win over the Olympic Club handing Sigma Phi Epsilon its first
* with a 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 victory over
Sunday at the Lakeside course
: John Spiegel.
lass, 7-5.
in San Francisco.
After Roy Orlando lost to Chuck
*
In other games, Sigma Pi beat
*
was
Harmon
Billy
Freshman
* AIloo, Chuck White won the final
Acacia. 8-3; Delta Upsilon defeated
*
the surprise of Sunday’s match,
i singles match for SJS, beating
Lambda Chi Alpha, 7-3; Sigma Nu
shooting a 73. Harmon had been
Alex MeGilvrity, 8-6, 6-1.
won its first game, 10-4, over
out of action with the flu for
*
Orlando and Ken Lowell deDSP; and Dean "Niner" Coupe
three weeks.
; feated Dean Schlobohm and Paul
first inning as
The Spartans’ scheduled match homered hi the
* Marienthal, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3. Elliott
*,
Sigma Chi beat Kappa Sigma,
has
been
Alumni
Friday
the
with
1 : and White, playing second doubles,
postponed. ’rhe next competition 5-3.
; finished next with a 2-6, 6-1, 6-4
Results of fraternity slow-pitch
for SJS will be the PCAA cham* win.
’
*
games: SPE 8, SNti 0; ATO 13,
pionships at Lodi, May 16.
Sheph d and Zw via. play ing first

*
*
:
*

"The Russians are Coming"

:*
**
*
:*
starring
**
*
1ENa Nlari(s Saint and Alan Arkin ***
*
***
.00 00
*
*
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Shock Stanford
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1NEXT WEEK- "1000 CLOWNS")
1
***********************v************************1

LEATHER - SUEDE -FUR
ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of them
S2 to SI2

PEGGY
IMPORTS
g

iost %tore

in the irlirolf, mit id"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

1/2 block below
City Lifes Bookstore

For schedule and applications

DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

IPart-Time Now, Full-Timei
When School is Finished f

$299

$279
$289
$189

Tli
60 N. First
Son Jose Ph. 2934031

SAM 4; DU 5, DSP 4; and SAE
upset TC, 3-0.
Today’s
fraternity
fast -pitch
schedule with field numbers in
parenthesis:
PiKA vs. SAE (1); ATO vs.
SNu (3); and DSP vs. SX 151. All
games begin at 3:45.
Today’s fraternity slow-pitch
schedule:
SPE vs. SAE (1); DSP vs. SAM
(2); TC vs. DU (31, and ATO
vs, SNu (5)
games begin at
6:25.
Final standings in the North
League of fraternity fast-pitch
play:
TC 5-0, SPE 4-1, DU 3-2 LCA
2-3, SPi 1-4, and Acacia, 0:5.
South League Standings:
ATO 4-0, PiKA 3-1, SAE 3-1,
SX 2-3, SNu 1-3, DSP 1-3, and
KS 1-4.

SUMMER WORK

New Charter Dates!
Pure jet on Certified Carriers
for students, faculty, employ-I
*es and their immediate fantllies.
ROUND TRIP
Aug. 3 -Aug. 31
Oakland/Amsferdam
June 26 -Sept. 11
Oakland/Lendon
June ("Aug. 6
Oakland/London
June 18 -Sept. 12
New York/London

Intramurals

!E

E

Well -Spoken, Car Essential

$3.62

rer.

lir.

Olf NED AND
OPERATED BY

Er:

S,IS GRADS.

Starting Salary

Call 246-2230
E
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STEAKS AND SVIRITS
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Driver Sales, Neat Appearance=
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E

Seven Safi

F.

4942 Stevens Creek Blvd.’
I mile pest Valley Fair

246-6658
ntintintitimnimmitinnotmomj.

Entries for the golf tournamet
are due today in the intrannirk 1
office. The tournament is May 16.
Entries are due at noon today
the gymnastics tournament,
which begins at 4 p.m. today in
for

the men’s gym.

Our neurotic "anti-Communism
complex" gets a penetrating
analysis in this ’’hard-hitting
report [which] traces the
history and growth of antiRussian and anti-Chinese
policies...and suggests more
intelligent alternative actions
for the future."*

Allai0MY Of
AntiCOMMUOISM
A Report Prepared for the Peace Education
Dne.on of the Amertcan foorids
Serytee Commmee
$4.50: paper, $1.50

k HILL

WANG

72 FlIth Ave., New York. N.Y.
*Pub,s, us’ Wokly

tom

cT %ET

Thursday, May 8 1969

Music Groups
Sponsor Contest

the
Share
world with vo7
fellow mari

Aspi.ing composers are in\ ited
to enter a composition contest
"Nlusic for Winds and Percussion,"
sponsored by the SJS chapters
of Phi Nlu Alpha and Mu Phi Epsilon, music fraternities.
The two categories are a chamber work of one or more movements for not less than eight nor
more than 24 instrumentalists
and a work of one or more movements for not less than 25 instrumentalists.
Deadline for entries is Oct.
and entries must be accompanied
by a $7 entrance fee. Applications
may be obtained from the Nlusic
Department .

"GO!- FOR THE FURY,
FORCE AND FUN OF if_

A movie so brilliant, so special that
it’s dangerous to write about if_
I’ll be talking about it...forever." - lOOX

4.(Arettle;
30&::

"ANGRY, TOUGH AND FULL
OF STING!"
- Phr,to by R
1(Pi,
VALENA WILLIAMS, Janet Binson (center), and Sue Harder rehearse a dance for "Dance From the Top," presented by the
Women’s P.E. Department of SJS. The final performance is
scheduled today at the Old Town Theatre in Los Gatos at 8:i 5
p.m. Tickets may be obtained at either the SJS Student Affairs
Box Office or the Old Town Theatre Box Office for $1.25. More
than 65 dancers will participate in the program which includes
such numbers as "You’ll Miss Me When I’m Gone," "Bag It,"
and "As I Stood Waiting on the Corner Trying to Cross the
Street."

"WILL PROBABLY BE THE
BIGGEST MOVIE ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES SINCE ’THE

Jazz Festival
Starts Friday

"THE MOST INTERESTING
FILM SO FAR THIS YEAR...
A superb job... if_ is a brilliant

"They know where it’s happening, and it’s happening at
SJS." The quote belongs to
Dwight Cannon, director of the

Storytelling Class
To Test Prowess

After practicing, on one another
all semester. 10 SJS students will
soon have a chance to display
their talents before a "genuine"
audience of third and fourth graders.
On the Saturdays of May 10
and 24, students from Dr. Wallace
Murray’s storytelling class. will
hold two "Story Hours Under the
Trees" for hopefully enthralled
children at the new Los Gatos
Memorial Library.
Burton Abbott, ma.ster of ceremonies for the programs, will introduce the stories and the storytellers. Most of the stories, he
said, "have been handed down
through the ages." A number of
the invited storytellers are education majors who hope the experience will assist them when
they later teach school.
The storyteller and their stories
are as follows: Connie Colladay,
"Brownies, At Christmas:" Pam
Rudger, "What Was I Scared
Of?;" Diane Beam, "Gillespie and
the Guards;" JoAnne Sobey, "Sir
Howard the Coward:" and Janice
Ely, "Epaminandas and His Aunt "e." These five will comprise the
May 10 hour at 10:30 a.m.

SJS Jazz Ensembles and assistant professor of music. What’s
happening is the sixth annual
Jazz Festival at SJS, Friday and
Saturday.
Every part of the festival,
which begins at 11 a.m. Friday,
is open to the public. There is a
charge for only one event. the
final concert.
The final concert, the highlight of the festival, is Saturday
at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Tickets, $2, are available at the Student Affairs Business Office, etx. 2672.
Joining the musical talents of
featured guests Bill Fritz, Gerald
Wilson and others with the SJS
Jazz Ensembles Is designed to
make the program the climax of
t he fest ival.
The guest list compiles a register of both nearby unacclaimed
high school groups and veteran
jazz composers and arrangers
linked closely to the big band era..
Eight high school jazz groups
will also play in the two days.
The first performance is at 12
noon Fliday in Concert Hall.
Others follow at 12:40, 2:00, 2:40,
3:20, 4:00 and 4:40 p.m.
At 7:15 p.m. the South San
Francisco High School group will
precede the free concert at 8:00
by the Lloyd Miller/Bob Peterson group. (Peterson is an SJS
music student).
The festival will continue with
similar performances plu.s symposium at 9 a.m. Saturday.

"LET IT SUFFICE TO SAY THAT
if__IS A MASTERPIECE,
reason enough to rank Anderson
among cinema’s major artists."

and disturbing film."

"IF YOU’RE YOUNG, YOU’LL
REALLY DIG iLlf you’re
not so young, it’s more reason than
ever to go see what it’s all about!"

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
,
A MEMORIAL
ENTERPRISES FILM
A Honda parks in spaces cars can’t
use. Runs around all week on a
gallon of gas. Slashes your insurance tab. Costs less to keep up.
And can cost less initially than a
car down-payment. With so many
things it’s little about, isn’t it
ironical that a Honda can make
you such a charitable B.M.O.C.?

4041111

IL.

....which elide
will you be on?

M’ArCiOLM McDOWELL.CHRISTINE NOONAN.RICHARD WpWI,CK-DAVID W000
ROBERT SWANN. DWSHERWIN LINDSAY ANDERSON MICHAEL MEDWIN
LINDSAY ANDERSON COLOR . A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

HONDA

COMING THIS SUMMER
TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

See yOur Honda deatar tor a COlOr brocht, saloty ,a^,,
ro,te Afmr.can Hcnda MOW CO 1,, 1’. ct

Got ’odc’
r.

F
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Twins?
take a
closer look!
The diamond on the left is worth $100 more.
But no onc can price a diamond with the eye
alone. That’s why wise shoppers select a reliable
jeweler before they choose their diamond. We
have earned membership in the American Gem
Societyyour assurance of our business integrity
and knowledge of gemology. Come in today.
You’ll be mcre pleased with your diamond
selection when you have the facts behind the
price. And with all this, you pay no more.

You

can fly.
As a TWA hostess.
And you know what that means.
None of that 9 to 5 hassle, number one. Good coin,
number two. And number three, lots of time off to do
what you want to do.
And the places you can go are fantastic. Name a place
in the world. We’re taking a trip there every day.
If you’re trying to get above it all, make note of the
little blurb below.
It may be the start of the rearrangement your mind’s
beer. looking for.

Make a decision. We probably won’t be
here again this year.
Date: Tliiiraday, May a
Conind Placement
Nave:

MORTO
(Ars GE OLOG1S1S
241 1158

al

625 TOWN & COUNTRY YILEACE, SAN 10Sf

Be a
TVVA Hostess

Center

for

It’s like no job

Appnintmnt.

Placement Cetner
Non.ngre Wee, ig,er: Kathy
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on earth
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’Labor of Love’

Student Creations
Appear in Reed
to sell out, and the magazine has
sold out neatly every year of its
existence.
According to Pierce, Reed’s
sales are aimed at the 1,100 mark
this year. A total of 1,200 magazines, 200 more than last year,
will be placed on sale.
Pierce explained Reed’s goal
each year is to produce a better
magazine than the year before
and to "meet our budget." "We
met our budget this year, in fact
we produced the magazine for
$.500 less," Pierce said.

Iteed magaA labor of I..\
zine, goes on salt this Monday.
Reed, the only campus literary
periodical, costs $1 and will be
sold at various locations throughout the campus.
Managing editor Jim Pierce
said the 72-page magazine is
about 20 per cent illustrations
and photographs and about 54
pages are devoted to prose and
poetry. There are three short
stories and one familiar essay
ks.
.
among thr
are F.d
Poet ry
August s:i,
,
ton Ch.
11..1)
.
mone Clark, basal I. \
,,,cs
Dees, Jean F:m1.1.,
Hampton, Michael John Harris,
Marie fienry, Judy lioffman,
Henry O. Johnson, Gerry Johnson. Sy Kahn, R. J. Kennedy. B.
:Moreland Jr., PaLeikam, C..
pieta McKillop. Joseph Najera,
Joseph Ortiz, Joan Pier, William G. Sehtvent, Sue Squellati,
Georgian Tashijian, Dan Einar
Toft, John Urban, Allen F.
Weitzel. Bob Wiseman, Jim Whitney, Jim Young and Jan Zaleski.
CONTRIBUTORS
Prose contributors iire Steve
Flick, Mark Fulton, Dan Roebuck and William G. Sehwent.
Illustrations and photographs
were contributed by Betty Bei.enson, Jerry DAVIS. Jim Downey,
David Jessen, Boit Kenney, .Ieri
Lee, Skip Pyles and Bill Varie.
Intonational
the
1965,
In
Guide to Wm Id Little Magazines
said Reed "insists upon mature
subject matter and themes. and
eschews the juvenile, the hackneyed."
Pierce said Reed "faired very
well’ at a recent small magazine
conference in lierlok.y. lie said
Reed is three times as large as
any college literary magazine at
the conference. Hi. also said
quality of Reed’s layout and
printing was invoinparable.
Reed sales have been extremely suceessful in the past. PIPIT(’
said it takes about three days

YD Selected
As Member
Of Committee

FACULTY REVIEW
Richard Lynde, assistant professor of English and editor of
last year’s edition of the faculty
magaz.ine, "The Tower," will reVieW Reed.
Reed staff members include
Jim Pierce, editor; Bob Kenney,
production and layout; Sue
Squellati, art coordinator, and
Jeff Marcus, publicity.
Editorial board members include Jean Embree, editor, Henry
O. Johnson, Pat MacLachlan,
Joann Pier, Robert Prentky and
Bob Wiseman.
Members of the fiction editorial board are Betty Forster,
editor, Wayne Drake, Kevan
Jane Harvey, Judy Keber, George
Lotter, Cathy Ftomberg and Stella
Zanvil
Each spring semester the English 180 class publishes Reed under the direction of Mrs. Marian
Robinson, assistant professor of
English. One unit credit is given
for the course.
EXPANSION
Reed began publishing in 1948
as a mimeographed sheet and
grew into a 48 page’ offset lithRecently
ography publication.
Reed expanded to 72 pages.
Previously the magazine was
prepared by members of Pegasus,
the SJS creative writing club,
and minted only the winning entries in the Phelan writing contest.
Pierce said plans are being
made to double Reed’s size next
sear and doote one half of its
...a,,ent to art work. Ile also said
tilt. possibility of printing the
magazine on campus is being
discussed.
t***********************

ler

Wedding
Photography
to lit your budget

Glee Club Concert,
Rock Rally Conflict
BOB 811.%CliETY
Daily Staff VI titer
Nobody in his ri..111 mind
would consider scheduling it glee
club coneert and a rock and roll
rally within a hundred yards of
but t ha t ’s just wha t
each ot her
happened at SJS last Friday
evening.
Standing on the Concert Hall
stage, 85 members of the girls’
glee club awaited the downswing
of Director Brent Heisenger’s
hand, as the amplified "sounds"
of hard -rock music echoed
through the auditorium from a
Resistance rally being staged on
Seventh Street.
This humorous, though aggravating, scene is said to have occurred due to a lack of comm.
who
those
between
nication
scheduled the two events.
B It a r a Moon, scheduling
clerk at the College Union.
deemed the mix-up unfortunate,
but unavoidable. "I had no
knowledge of the glee club concert when I scheduled the Resistance rally. The Resistance request had been approved by this
office, so they had every right
to be there and continue the
rally."
CALENDAR MIX-UP
The glee club concert, on II,.
other hand, had been schedulio
by the Music Department a year ,
in advance and vvas included :in
the department’s calen.l..i. ot
spring activities. The fact ill .1 .
copy of this calendar apparent iy
was not received in the College I
Union is one of the mysteries
surrounding the incident.
At the hears of the mix-up.
however, is the way scheduling
is being handled this year. 1:, .ly
last fall, A.S. government took
over the scheduling of outside
activities, which had pieviously
been handled by the administration through the Activities Office and Dean Cornelia Tomes.
While all outside activities
handled through the
Union, all departmental activi-

ZZAJ
stnedutS SJS
srlaffA tnedutS
eciff0 ssenisuB

NOSLIW DLAREG
srehto dna

SJS
selbmesnE zza.1

Honda, Chicano vice peesS.TS’ Young Democrats :wino’s
IYI)s., was made an associate
member of the Santa Clara C’ounly
C’ommittee
Democratic (Coln.]
Tiles-day exaoning loy resolution.
y
Bus. 272-2210
Th, Central r0111Miltres also 4x I Tom 9-5
,
otner
Res. 251-3126
pledged to contribute $2 per mem***********421,44******
C0111111 i 1 1 CC 1 1. 1)14’
of t
hot.
heretofore nonexistent tn..
the County Young Dent.cr .
first activity of this croup,
presently being limited, will 1.
tro publish a newsletter for
county Y1) cloth members. st
Tim Fitzgerald, president of
Y DS.
I
and other S.IS You.’
forma 0
Fit zgetiald.
Democrats.
president. John Blechman. secreN.
tary Helen
Grath. director
.
’.’
for California and II
196g SJS graduate now ct
Santa Clara University 1:ox
had gone to the Central Comfy.’ 1.
tee meeting to support th.
peOpil, who are literate
.
but not in English.
Honda was told that. not lo. -t
a member, he could not be re.
nized to speak.
A motion WAS tr1:1(11‘ 1.1) MAO,
lionria an associate member, which
would give hint all membership’
rights except t hat of vot ng and
thus allow him to speak on any
issue.
A bill to extend the right 1..
vote to Spanish-speaking
who are literate in Spanish lad
not in English is about to die in
the State Senate, accordin:.
13ob Gerard, a Stanford prof. who introduced a resolution that
the Central Committee support the
measure.
The 1948 Treaty of Guarlalurs.Hidalgo between itlexico and
Spanish-Anlia
U.S. granted
cans full rights of citizenship, supout,
and they have
porters pointed
thus far been denied their voting
rights.
Another speaker pointed out
that one effect of such a hill might
be a requirement that all public
Offer expire. Niax 11.
documents be written in both langiviees
.440001:401390C0,40Cese

Photography

(11

!Custom Color Lab

PM 70:8, yaM .taS
.duA ye/iaD sirroM

Spartaguide

TODAY
ties are scheduled through the
The }Initial Club, 1:30 p.m.,
College Scheduling Office, under
Cafeteria (table nearest the door
Dean Hobert Burns.
on Seventh Street). Open to all
COMMUNICATIONS
interested persons.
was
When the Activities Office
activities,
comoutside
handling
Campus Crusade fur Christ, 8
niunications between the two ad- p.m., Jonah’s Wail. Open to evministration offices went smootheryone. Jam Reynolds, little allly, but since the handling of
these activities has been moved American basketball player, will
to the College Union, communi- speak.
cations just haven’t lxen what
Occupational Therapy
they were before.
Tim Fitzgerald, Academic Faculty Encounter Group,
Council member, pointed out that 1113301. Clinical training,
although groups using amplifiers will speak of experiences
are allowed only on the south end
Firuoncial ’Management
of Seventh Street, by the rules

101,11)01pllo

Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Panel discussion. "The
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
Professional Preview Program."
S258. Sierra Club film, "The Skyline" about Skyline Boulevard proposed parkway.

The "Nucleus," a rock band,
Delta Phi Upsilon, 6:30 p.m., ED will play on Seventh Street Tuesday to promote sales of Reed mag242. Mttst attend if planning on azine. Reed,
the only campus litgoing on San Frkmcisco Trip May erary periodical, goes on sale Monday, May 12 at various tables
17.
throughout the campus. Cost is
Home Economies Club, 4:30 p.m., $1 fin. the 72 -page magazine.

in field.
AMOCill-

HELP WANTED (4)

ANNOUNCEMENTS II)
BE SURE TO BE listening to "The sound
Friday
Rick Am -1,
..enings 6 to 8 p.m. on
State s only music power staKSJS, 90.7 on your FM radio dial.
r,e
be playing and giving away, the
too hct 40 hits of each week! Action
be answered by beautiful Mari- ,rd Topless Debbie who will be
c your request when you call 2863341 or 286-3342. It’s a Soul experience.
BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOODi,ner-Der,ce Entertainment. Frontier
Village, Sat. May 17. Donation $7.50 per
Person. Includes dinner, dancing, rides.
Adults only. Tickets available from:
Andy’s Pet Shop (The Alameda), San
Jose Zoo (Kelly Park). Weekends Only.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dailey, May
9 "The Russians Are Coming" 7 & 10
unwanted clothes to the big
from 8.4 p.m. on Tues. &
^snred hy Kaydettes.
FLASH y.,stes to per,onally thank all
d for him in last weeks
BRING ,

St.

SIAMESE Kittens - Female, 7 weeks old.
4449.

PART-TIME ORGANIST. SJS Students
opening pizza house. needs organist with
good personality, interested in establishing himself. You will get feature
billing in all ads. Apply in person Saturday or any evening. Simple Simon
Pizza, 1897 Alum Rock.
MALE RELIEF WORKER. Part-time 48
hr. shift, pay open. Residential program
for MR Adults. Excellent Social Service
Experience. Contact: Mrs. M. Roberts.
297-6157. Hope for Retarded Children
& Adults, Inc.
WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April -May.
Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
lob, with flexible hours & good pay,
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
QUAL. SAILING Instructor, June 16July 25, weekends 1.5 p.m. El Toros,
$2.50/hr. Call Mrs. Layes - Camp Fire
Girls, 264.2011.
WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
mo. child hvo blocks from Campus. Call
286-4832.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dailey, May
9 "The Russians Are Coming" 7 & 10

HOUSE FOR RENT 630 S. I Ith furnished 1 bdrm.-dble garage. Married
couple or girls only. From June 15 to
Sept. 15 $80/mo: Call 287-5914.
FURNISHED STUDIOS - I & 2 room
apts.) Also I room. Reasonable. 37 S.
5th.
FACULTY HOME $29.500 Pala Rancho.
Take over 6% loan on 2 story, 4 bdrm.,
3bth. 259-6791 after 6 and weekends.
HELM! Upper division male needs room
near campus ’til end of semester. Call
Ken 297-5974 aft. 7 p.m.
TWO ROOMMATES needed for fall.
Call 287.5149 Sharyn or Lynn, Jr. or
Sr preferred.
GIRL: furn. attractive 2 rrrs. -I- bath.
sep. entr. my home. 4 blks. from SJS.
$65. utils. pd. non -smoker-drinker. After
5 p.m. 292-1327.
FEMALE roommate to share 2 bdrm.
house, non-smoker thru June or summer.
8th St. near Keys. 293-0881 or 287-1659.
SR. OR GRAD. FEMALE to share big
split-level apt. own room, pool, air cond.
$65 mo. and close to campus. Call 259.
6867 after 6 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I bdrm.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PMI
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 304 E.
Vvilliems, $45/mo. 292-8437.
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? CALL
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-6392.

PART-TIME housekeeper needed for
small apartment. Call 295-3786 before
11:15 a.m. MWF.

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

cars. Brinq your
HOUSING s51
wash yours. ASTOR’S
Wash -804 Lincoln: 732
. Margaret & Va.)
LARGE STUDIO apartment available for
’64 VW BUG, .K new. Not a mark on it. surnmer and fall. 1/2 blk. from campus.
Mech. R/H shelf. $80. Large office also available immediately $50 287-7387.
excel. cond. radio, FREE HOUSE for cleancut male college
’66 VW L.
student
at least 21 yrs. old in return for
,-1 rest, 54.000 hiway
12 hrs. yard work per week. Call 354offer 286.6389.
’56 TRIUMPH Soitfire, must sell, good 8178 or 354-8873.
.
- AM FM, many extras $1300 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna
cr 5 p.m.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dailey, May Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
9 THe Russians Are Coming" 7 & 10 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Comfortable 1 bdrm. apt. 2 blocks from college.
PM%
DELUX JAMAICAN BODY KIT + 1959 Call 293-8120 or 294-1722.
Austin Healy ready to complete. $1200. SINGLES, doubles. Good food, color TV,
recreation area, laundry facilities. Near
Phoro 259-2676.
FOR SALE: ’63 Pontiac Cataiina, good SJS. 286.3141 or 295-9567.
condition. new tires, $750/best offer. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED until
June to share apt. with 3 others. $37.50
Phone 253-5101 after 5 p.m.
- close to campus. 294.1827.
’67, 250 KAWASAKI Street Scr-irnbler,
’
h. ’69 handlebars. Good run
1 Fri. $450. Mary, 968.5446.
650cc TRIUMPH, excellent mechanical
t.’
is. $650 287-5402 after
OUR BAG

F

60 AUSTIN HEALY 3000. Blue & black
T. r. rGO. Call Rich 387-1632 after
10 r
i.
’61 TRIUMPH TR4

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: in or near College Theatre. Small
white engraved ring, call: 269-2348 after
5:00 p.m. Reward.
LOST - boys ring, gold w/redstone
Demolay, engraved: keepsake. reward.
296-4632. Lost on 7th St.
LOST: women’s red wallet at SJS track
meet (parking lot on 10th) 5/3. Reward.
Call 294-6414, ert. 2763.
LOST, Black Ice Framed Glasses in Red
Case. REWARD - 286.8795.
LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case.
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
PERSONALS CI)
BENNY: P P,C rr IL rn the Analytic
Geom. & Intro. Calculus book you borrowed last semester. Peoi - tel. 294.
3879.
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visiting San Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. Call
287-1637 for info.

John Dirks

6? DODGE DART

ohms, 3-way streaker, stereo with 2 match-

’68 MUSTANG V8. Power Steering &
auto. trans. Must sell. 438-1028.
’60 TRIUMPH TR-3 $325. Call 293-8486.
1,7

BSA 650cc Exc. cond. must sell $725.
, - ,.7860.

sll&crat7

distortion proof, multiplex channel. 16

ing tcood streakers with a SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED. If he cart sell that, you can

Fish and Chips
Cole Slaw
Hawaiian Iluneh
Only 21/2 blks. from College
Corner 3rd and San Salvador
1410

TRANSPORTATION 191
WANTED: Careful driver to drive lady
and dog to Hemet, Riverside County.
During or after finals. Phone 294-0116
now for defails
EUROPE, Jet Charters, $275-315 rd.
trip, $175 one wey. 1217 Carleton,
Berkeley, 841-3965 after 5 p.m,

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
M 10:30-11:30
Tues.- Thurs.
1:30 to 3:30
Wed. 9:30-11:30
Fri. 1:30-3:00
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or checic

sell anything with a classified.

FOR SALE 131

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather end
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace end velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
Phons 294-6414. Ext. 2465
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
ie
.mr
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASSIFIED RATES
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:

Come in and see what

79c SPECIAL

SERVICES 181
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave,
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
HAVE YOUR CAR
WASHED BY AN EXPERT!
Do it yourself. ASTOR’S Coin -op Autowash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln.
WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
ring and sell you a quality diamond at
a wholesale price. 40-60% off the retail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
321-1317.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from cam.
ous. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
supply I yd. material & I yd. lining.
Allen Hall #I22. 294-8741.
BABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. CaU
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287-0564.
PORTRAITS: 2 8x10’s $12.50 weddings,
commercial, Frank Dalkey Photographer.
Call 298-0894.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY by Richard Kelso for any occasion. Highest
quality. 286.1139 or 296-7992.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free sgrvice, no contract.
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Full custom color from $35. Call Brad
Wall 295-9559.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special rates. $9.00 per
month. Call 377.2935.
TYPING - Term papers, reports, ditty*
stencils. West side; 252-5288.
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.

=1.01,weeWeeweeell...11.1111111.111

Sold his super woofer, 3 tweeter, 46 watt,

V8 R & H
$400. 297-

JOHN ON 22nd at art quad dance could 1 have my watch please? Call
Heidi or Sandi at 266.6329. Thanks.
DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Expert
matching, 286-4540.

aleele111111.X.MoelneeelllellleeeeeeM111111

norniral and dep.
engine should run
I,"n 293-9554.
_
’61 mERCURT COMET $350. Exc cond.
,t
9th St. daily. Call after
:
’21R.
ation

nder New Management

’Nucleus’ To Cell
Reed Magazine

Spartan Daily Classifieds

.1 VOLVO 544,
. ’-nt rode i

r

and "Stay Alert - Stay Alive."

Christian Science Organization,
Student.7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel. ALI
4-5 p.m.,
interested students welcome.
students

set down in the Thesident’s Direc- t1011, 7:30 p.m., Blum’s. James Dontive, the rules can be bent on
ovan, treasurer of Varian Associrecomendation fro Dean of Stuates, will be guest for discussion
dents Statolty C. Benz.

68 VW CONVERTIBLE. AWFM. auto
mileage $1.850 call after

k

of ’The Student’s Future in Cor- HI. Dinner to isritmxtuce junior col
lege girls to the Home Economics
porate FinanCe."
Department and club, All interMH523.
8
p.m.,
Chi PI Mona,
ested students welmane to attend
Free films for interested students,
the dinner.
"The Examination of Stolen Cars"

we can help you sell ! !

Minimum
Three lines
One day

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

lines
lines
linos
!Inns

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
-ECU

2.50
3.00
3.-50
4.00

Add this
amount tor
each addi
tional line

-SO

.50

JO

.50

JO

3
4
5
6

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
Automotive (7)
’ Tot Sale 0,

Help Wanted (4)
1-1 Honk’, 00
, 1.4461 Ild Woad (14
atoomma

0 Persona% (7)
0 Swims (8)
U Transportation (II)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN lOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
MPS SNOW 2 dtTO 111111/ Medial tor ad to SWIM

Days

